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Specifications
| 5˝ High Resolution IPS capacitive touch screen

| 4000 mAh lithium ion battery

| CPU: ARM Coretex-A7 quad-core , 1.3GHZ

| RAM/ROM: 1G/8G

| Display: 5 Inches,1280*720,IPS

| Working Temperature: 0˚C-50˚C

| Storage Temperature: -20˚C-70˚C

Features
| Abundant special functions: Support frequently used special functions, 

  such as service light reset, steering angle reset, brake pad reset, 

  Anti-theft matching, ABS bleeding, battery matching and DPF regeneration.

| Intelligent diagnosis: Through [AutoDetect], it is possible to read the 

  vehicle information, such as Vehicle Identification Number (VIN), to look 

  up the history diagnostic record and to access the diagnosis in a short 

  time.

| Diagnostic feedback: When users encountered special circumstances 

  during the usage, they can leave feedback through this function. There 

  will be dedicated technical staff to track and handle the problem.

| Diagnostic record: With the local maintenance history record, users can 

  view the vehicle records that this equipment has diagnosed. When 

  diagnosing again, it could enter the system speedily

| Update online with one click

| Brand new UI, completely optimized the human-machine interaction, 

  making the diagnostic operation much easier, more practical and efficient.

| Operation system: Android™ 7.0, 1G memory,8G storage, 4000mAh 

  rechargeable Li-battery, 5˝ 720P IPS touchscreen, 8G storage.

GEAR SCAN is a brand new high-end auto diagnostic tool based on Android™ 
7.0. It carries on LAUNCH advantages in the vehicle diagnostic technology, 
such as abundant special functions, wide coverage, powerful test functions,  
professional test report, etc. Also it adds the AutoDetect function to access 
the diagnosis in a short time. Moreover, it supports test report sharing by 
emails and software updating via internet much more easier and timely. 
Besides, it has a GEAR+ future community function for new message of 
promotion, advertisement, software purchasing and other information releasing.
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